YOLO-BASED METHOD FOR INDIAN CAR LICENSE PLATE DETECTION
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Abstract - This paper presents a novel convolutional neural network (CNN) YOLO-based technique for high-accuracy real time Indian car license plate detection. Several methods for car license plate detection are reasonably effective under the specific conditions or strong assumptions only. However, they exhibit poor performance once the assessed car license plate images have a degree of rotation, as a result of manual capture by traffic police or deviation of the camera. Therefore, in this work we have proposed CNN-based YOLO framework for Indian car license plate detection. Using accurate prediction and a fast intersection-over-union evaluation strategy, our proposed method can elegantly manage problems in real time scenarios. A series of experiments have been carried out to establish that the proposed method outperforms other existing state-of-the-art methods in terms of higher accuracy and lower computational cost.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the number of privately-owned cars has increased considerably and this has, in turn, exacerbated the traffic management burden. The resultant congestion can cause extreme issues, like traffic accidents or public area vulnerability to crime or terrorist attacks. Physical management of this ubiquity of automobiles is quite challenging, and this problem has encouraged the development of automatic systems to manage traffic jams. Specially, automatic license plate detection can adequately monitor the cars and greatly alleviate traffic management burdens; therefore, this approach has attracted considerable attention of researchers [14], [24]. Further, automatic car license plate detection can also be used in several different scenarios, e.g., for expressway toll collection, over speeding violations [21], surveillance and management of unattended parking lots, etc. Both traditional and convolutional neural network (CNN) based methods are being used to solve the problem of car license plate detection. The traditional methods involve hand-crafted features such as color [1], edge and morphology [16], which are primarily confined by stringent conditions. For example, a number of these systems need high resolution images as input; acquisition of which requires expensive equipment, while others need strict device mounting free from translation and rotation. However, real-world scenarios are quite different where car license plate detection becomes very challenging. Different kinds of cars and roads, changing weather conditions, camera device rotation, and so on curtail the detection performance significantly. Thus, under the complex situation, it is relatively difficult to propose a robust method with hand-crafted features. Although people can employ multiple independent features and incorporate some models together, as mentioned in, it is still hard to distinguish whether it is enough to satisfy the challenge with such limited features and models. To alleviate these problems, CNN-based strategies [18] have been devised, which automatically learn features from the acquired data. These kinds of detection methods have recently yielded very impressive results [4]; Further, despite the viability of both traditional and CNN-based strategies, the issues related with car license plate detection have not yet been satisfactorily resolved to date, because of the difficulties due to the viewpoint variation of hand-held cameras or the accidental rotation of mounted cameras. Inspired by the “you only look once” (YOLO) [28] framework, we propose a CNN-based strategies that can manage the problem reasonably well. The main contributions of our work are summarized as follows:

Proposed a novel accurate prediction technique to comprehend Indian car license plate detection; To further increase the detection accuracy; we devised a pre positive CNN model that is implemented before YOLO; which serves to determine the “attention region” in the overall framework. The method of cascading the two models is based on prior knowledge: as the car license plates are fixed on the cars, some distance will inevitably exist between any two plates. The synergy of this idea is explained in the ulterior section; Rest of the manuscript is structured as follows. Section II gives a brief review of car license plate detection. In Section III, the proposed method is described in detail. Section IV presents a series of experimental results and analyses. Finally, a concise conclusion summarizing the main points of the entire work is rendered in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

Over the last two decades, impressive research work has been carried out by the computer vision...
community to address the problem of automatic car license plate detection and recognition [8]. The task of license plate detection can broadly be classified into following three approaches;
1) Region-based approaches
2) Pixel-to-Pixel approaches [23], and
3) Color based approaches.

In region-based technique, input image is segmented into smaller regions, where some pre specified attributes of the license plate are situated in such subsequent regions. Various unified approaches, based on morphological and high-pass filtering, are devised to effectively perform car license plate detection task in [11], [22], [26]. In pixel-to-pixel approach, every pixel is evaluated within the image among its neighboring pixels to form a coarse rectangular box. The whole input image is scanned pixel-by-pixel using a detection window. The response of scanning window is computed at each pixel location and the regions with high response to scanning window are selected as candidate region. Diagnekov (2004) has formulated an Adaboost classifier for pixel-to-pixel classification of an image [6]. In [10], Ho et al. addressed the problem of license plate detection using pixel-to-pixel method. The authors contributed by devising the Adaboost classifier at first step and then Scale-invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)-based SVM classifier in the later stage. The SIFT based approach was also exercised by Silva for license plate detection and recognition [3]. In, HOG-features of the segmented license plate were extracted and then a Gentle AdaBoost trained classifier was used for license plate detection. Subsequently, a novel color based approach was developed by Azad et al. [2], by converting the RGB-color images to the HSV-color space. Then, this HSV-image is segmented into smaller blocks, wherein each block is examined for license plate or some part of license plate by using carefully formulated filtering procedure. Deb et al. in [5], proposed three step procedures for car license plate detection and recognition; where first, I sliding concentric windows (SCWs) based method is used for detection of candidate regions, II HSI-color model based verification was rendered to identify candidate regions, and finally III candidate regions were decomposed using position histogram to segment out alphanumeric characters in the plate. Over the couple of last few years, many computer vision problems are being addressed by using deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs); in line with that, many researchers exercised to solve the problems of car license plate detection and recognition using CNNs [18], [27]. CNNs have already exhibited remarkable performance for text and optical character recognition [13], [30], [38] and object detection [14], [20], [28], [29]; whereas, the ancillary task of license plate detection and localization is underway to be better addressed by using deep CNNs; especially in the challenging situation of multi-directional car plate detection, current state of-the-art CNN based models may not be directly used to achieve good performance. Although the problem of multi-directional car license plate detection was aware and has been addressed by some researchers (e.g. [12]), but the performance using traditional method [12] is still far away from practical promising. Recently, researches of computer vision tasks in transportation system have made significant progresses. Under high demand of robustness, some new methods tend to employ the features extracted by CNN instead of hand-crafted features. Besides, it is necessary to enrich the dataset with certain data augmentation strategies. The work of, balancing the proportion of different objects in dataset with hierarchical augmentation, has obviously improved the accuracy. Furthermore, many researchers have tried utilizing the prior knowledge e.g. location, symmetry to improve the performance. Our proposed method in this paper also follows these trends to achieve high detection accuracy.

III. METHODOLOGY

Dataset Collection
The license plate Dataset for training (image, video) has been collected from [31]. One needs to be aware of what problem domain is ...For example, the wide camera angle shot for Indian license plate, the license plate is very tiny. However, the license plate size gets bigger with the close-up camera shot. These two different types of photo mean the different domains. In our case, we have collected images of only close-up camera shot. Also, the collected images are Only Indian License plate images.

Create a deep learning dataset using Google Images
We have search results for Indian License plate. The next step was to use a tiny bit of JavaScript to gather the image URLs. Fire up the JavaScript console (We have made use of Chrome web browser) clicking View ⇒ Developer ⇒ JavaScript Console. Keep scrolling until you have found all relevant images to your query. From there, we grab the URLs for each of these images. Switch back to the JavaScript console and then copy and paste this JavaScript snippet into the Console.
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After executing the above snippet a file named urls.txt is generated in default downloads directory. The Labelling software (a graphical image annotation tool) has been used to make annotations to each image, as illustrated in Figure 1. It is written in Python and uses Qt for its graphical interface. Annotations are saved as XML files in PASCAL VOC format, the format used by ImageNet, and it also supports YOLO format.

![Figure 1: Labelling Tool](image)

### Making Own Configuration File (cfg)
A slight change in the configuration file (*.cfg) is required to do in order to adjust existing model to fit into own dataset. For example, YOLOv2's CNN model is trained on ImageNet dataset which contains a number of different object classes. However, we only wish to detect Indian License Plate object class.

- Copy one of the pre-trained configuration file that is to be used, so we have used yolo.cfg.
- Rename the copied configuration file to custom name. Thus we have changed the name yolo.cfg to yolo_custom.cfg.
- Open the configuration file and change classes in the [region] layer (the last layer) to the number of classes required to train for. In our case, classes are set to 1(one).
- Change filters in the [convolutional] layer (the second to last layer) to num * (classes + 5). Thus for our case, num is 5 and classes are 1 so 5 * (1 + 5) = 30 therefore filters are set to 30.

### Specifying Classes of Your Interest
The 'labels.txt' file included in the root directory need to be changed. Just specify names of objects. We have removed all text and left 'License Plate' instead.

### Downloading Pre-trained Weights
Download pre-trained weights that you are interested. We have downloaded yolo.weights. After downloading is done, locate the file into 'bin' directory in the root directory.

### Defining Model Options & Build the Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>model</th>
<th>Configuration file (*.cfg) that you have defined for your situation.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>load</td>
<td>Pre-trained weight file.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| batch | A number of data to train per batch. We set batch size 8 because our GPU card (NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti) couldn't handle bigger size. |
| epoch | How much iteration to train. This need to set a bit smaller. In our experiment 100 epochs is giving good result. |
| gpus  | Set 1.0, to fully utilize the GPU Hardware. Otherwise, remove this option. |
| train | Set 'true', if your purpose is to train. |

**Training the Model**
In this experiment, A desktop PC, having Intel i7 Processor, 16-GB RAM, and NVidia 8-GB Graphics card has been used and it took a day (24 hours) for Training the model. Figure 2, depicts the Training model for YOLO.

![Figure 2: Train Yolo](image)
Loading from the Latest Checkpoint
How to load custom trained model from the checkpoint. It will make your work.

Model: use the configuration model (*.cfg)

Load: Set -l. In this way, the latest checkpoint will be loaded.

Predicting on an Image Results of predict Indian License Plate is given in experiments section.

IV. RESULTS

In this experimentation work, 1000 images have been used for validation. The moving average loss for validation was found to be 0.72 and IoU was more than 85% per class. In license plate detection, we have achieved 72.7% accuracy on test data from our collected dataset [31]. Some of the license plate detection images are shown in Figure 3 for illustration purpose.

Figure 3. Examples of car license plate detection

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have introduced a new YOLO model for Indian car license plate detection. The proposed model can elegantly solve the problem of Indian car license plate detection, and can also be deployed easily in real-time circumstances, because of its reduced computational complexity compared with previous CNN based methods. With the introduction of an attention-like pre positive CNN model, the YOLO framework yields new state-of-the-art accuracy. Moreover, the Indian car license plate detection method presented in this paper can handle challenging real-world scenarios reasonably well, even in cases when only limited computational resources, such as CPUs, are available. However, there are still a couple of issues for robust Indian license plate detection, which need to be addressed in future. Firstly, the lack of availability of enough data of Indian car license plates limits the performance of our method, which will force us to collect more data or employ some advanced techniques to synthesize data. Besides, although we focus on the Indian car license plate detection in this paper, the detection still aims for the subsequent recognition. Therefore, it deserves to further explore whether we can propose an end-to-end model to simultaneously deal with detection and recognition. Last but not least, the tasks of Indian car license plate detection under poor conditions such as low resolution, terrible illumination, and accidental occlusion and so on remain great challenges waiting to be solved.
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